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creator nic pizzolatto was inspired to make his hbo series after reading a
book called true detective: a novel, written by novelist stephen king. in
the book, king "suggested that a man could go about uncovering a dark
truth in his own way. he said it didn't have to be a detective or a cop or a
profiler - just a man who knows where to look," pizzolatto said. each
episode of true detective will be written and directed by pizzolatto, who
will also serve as an executive producer. he wrote the first four episodes,
and mcconaughey and harrelson will act as executive producers for
season 3. fukunaga will remain an executive producer and helms the first
two episodes. hbo announced the new season with a promotional video,
in which mcconaughey and harrelson are seen deep in thought. in the
video, the pair take a ride in a car, where they discuss both the series
and the future of true detective itself. the first season of true detective
debuted in 2014 and was well received by critics and viewers alike. a
second season followed the next year and, though it got mixed reviews,
was no disappointment. true detective will return with a fourth season,
which is set to air in april 2019. [vulture] [guardian] the first season of
true detective premiered in 2014 and was well received by critics and
viewers alike. a second season followed the next year and, though it got
mixed reviews, was no disappointment. true detective will return with a
fourth season, which is set to air in april 2019.
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